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The Ford Festiva is a subcompact car that was marketed by Ford between and Festiva was sold
in Japan , the Americas , and Australia. The name "Festiva" is derived from the Spanish word
for " festive ". It was not related to the similarly sized and named Ford Fiesta , and was not
replaced by the Ford Ka , which is smaller. Designed by Mazda using the DA platform and B
series inline-four engines , the Festiva continued the trend of Fords built and designed by
Mazda for the Asia-Pacific market such as the Laser and Telstar. South Korean first generation
sales began in under the name Kia Pride , assembled by Kia under license. Australasia and
Europe received the first version between and as the " Mazda ". After , Australasian sales
occurred under the "Ford Festiva" name, while European sales continued under the name "Kia
Pride". Kia ended production of the Pride in This ongoing production has been in parallel to the
second generation Festiva introduced in , sold as the Ford Aspire in North America and Kia
Avella in South Korea and other markets. Although these second generations models were
withdrawn in , a third generation was sold between and in Japan as a badge-engineered version
of the Mazda Demio. The first generation Ford Festiva was designed by Mazda in Japan at the
request of parent company Ford. It has a special body kit and a prominent bonnet bulge, and
went on sale on 1 December Mazda began producing the Festiva as the "Mazda " for Australia
and Europe in , but this model was never retailed in Japan. Ford Australia's action was
paralleled in Europe where Kia started exporting three- and five-door hatchback, four-door
sedan, and five-door wagon variants of the Kia Pride in under their own name. In Taiwan , it was
assembled using complete knock-down kits from via the local joint venture Ford Lio Ho. The
edition of Monash University 's Used Car Safety Ratings UCSR , found that the first generation
Festiva provides a "worse than average" two out of five stars level of safety in the event of an
accident , in a comparison to other "light cars". Mazda began selling the as a single three-door
hatchback body variant in to sit below the larger model. The was sold in Australia from March
The 1. Mazda issued an update for the released in October for the Australian market with a new
grille insert, body-hued exterior trim, redesigned instrumentation and interior seats and trim.
The original Pride was only available as a three-door hatchback, while the five-door was added
in June The four-door sedan model, the Pride Beta, arrived in November , and the range was
completed by the three-door van and five-door wagon in February Until the Mazda was replaced
in late , Kia-badged cars were only exported to certain tertiary markets. The Pride was replaced
in by the Rio. The Pride launched in the United Kingdom in June , fitted with both the 1. Fuel
injection appeared on the 1. At this time, the 1. In June , it was relaunched in an entry-level
three-door now called S with the higher-level three- and five-doors known as the SX. Compared
to these versions, the SAIPA features revised rear styling with a longer liftback tail, and different
interior design. K to and New P. K to models, which utilize Renault 5 bodies. The Kia Pride firstly
involved in a joint venture in Zhuhai, Guangdong Province with automobile company
Guangtong Motors, where they were producing cars under a licence. The batch of cars would
firstly be imported into China where parts are brought in later and the company would assemble
the finished product. Chinese production ended in December The second model Ford Festiva
was jointly developed between Kia and Ford, retaining most of the drivetrain of the previous
model with a more rounded body style. This new Festiva was slightly longer, wider, more
aerodynamic, and suspended by MacPherson struts in the front and a torsion beam axle in the
rear. While it was sold in certain markets as a second generation Festiva, Ford renamed it the
"Aspire" in North American markets, where the five-door model was offered for the first time. In
South Korea, the car was badged "Kia Avella". The sedan version was mainly restricted to the
South Korean market, although it was also available with Festiva badging in Taiwan. These
engines were:. Transmission options comprised a five-speed manual transmission , although all
models could be optioned with a four-speed automatic. Australian and U. In , the Festiva
received a new front bumper with an oval grille, reshaped headlamps, and other minor changes.
The Aspire was dropped from the Ford range in the United States after The second generation
Festiva continued to be sold in Australia until when it was replaced by the Ford Ka. Australian
second-generation Festivas have U. These redundant reflectors, coupled with the orange side
indicator repeater which is not required in the U. Kia developed their following model, the Kia
Rio, completely independently, and finished their relationship with Ford. Like the first
generation, the edition of the Used Car Safety Ratings UCSR by Monash University in Australia
found the second series Festiva to provide a "worse than average" two out of five stars safety
protection level in the event of an accident. The Ford Aspire was sold in North America from to
It was the replacement for the Ford Festiva. It was the first car in its class to have dual airbags
standard and antilock brakes optional. It came in two and four door body styles, both
hatchbacks. The two door was available in base and SE trim while the four door was only
available in base trim. The SE model offered a sporting package that consisted of fog lights,
rear spoiler, alloy wheels, blue face instrument cluster with tachometer, and upgraded interior

trim. The Aspire had very few options for the base model: cassette player, automatic
transmission, rear defrost and wiper, alloy wheels, and a comfort and convenience package that
had several minor interior upgrades. Due to slow sales the SE model was dropped after along
with all of its optional equipment. The base model also lost its optional alloy wheels and rear
wiper, making the Aspire a true "stripper" of a car. Power steering was only available with the
five-door automatic. The Aspire was given a facelift in with redesigned front and rear bumpers,
a new radio, and new seat facings. In August , Ford announced the Aspire would be
discontinued due to slow sales. The last one rolled off the assembly line on September 26,
Sales of the Kia Avella totalled , in but dropped to only 27, in The Avella was primarily intended
for export markets carrying Ford badging, as South Korean customers tended to prefer sedans
over hatchbacks. It was sold in a very few export markets with Kia badging, such as Malta. The
Kia Avella was discontinued in although production for some export markets continued until , it
and the Pride first generation Festiva were collectively replaced by the Kia Rio in Optional
equipment included air conditioning , power locks, power mirrors, power windows, folding rear
seats, dimming interior mirror, a tachometer , and aluminum wheels. Five-speed manuals as
well as three- or four-speed automatic transmissions were available. Sales of the second
generation Festiva ended in for the Japanese market, being replaced by generation threeâ€”a
badge engineered Mazda Demio DW. Known as the "Ford Festiva Mini Wagon", the
Japanese-only model range consisted of a single five-door hatchback body style available with
either a 1. Transmission options were a three-speed or four-speed automatic and a five-speed
manual. Production continued until Mazda ceased manufacture of the equivalent Demio in
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hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Aspire. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Aspire lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Available as a two- or four-door hatchback, the Aspire comes
with dual airbags and available antilock brakes. Read more. Write a review See all 31 reviews.
Not the best looking car, but never gives up! My dad bought me a Aspire Automatic back in It
was my first car and at first glance, I wasn't too impressed, but after driving it, I quickly fell in
love and although it's not the fastest little car, it certainly handles well. Drove it on a trip, 12
hours of non stop driving with out any problems and watched it roll over to , miles that night! It
lasted me until , when the transmission finally gave out. I drove to death! It's been sitting in my
back yard ever since as I just can't seem to let it go lol. Did have some repairs done during the
time that I drove it, but nothing we couldn't do ourselves. Read less. I was in the market to buy a
Scooter to go shopping and run around. I found this little car at a Charity Auction with 40K
original miles. Needed tune-up and headlight bulbs. I decided to drive to work now every day 40
miles round trip, get over 42 MPG on a regular bases. Takes 6 gallon to fill it up once a week.
Better then my z or my F Zip in and around big cars, park anywhere I decide. No fancy toys to
bre
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ak. I took out the back seat, now I have a large cargo space. Better yet, I can drive this all year
round. I'll drive this toy till I can't find parts for it. Why buy a Prius? I rented a Ford Aspire once
and decided it was the car I wanted to buy. I've had this car 10 years. Replaced a clutch 60K
miles , and have had the front end outer tie rod, and L ball joint replaced just last year. I give it
regular oil changes and keep the tires inflated. Except for this last year with the front end work,
this has been a dream. Quiet, and small enough to fit into even the smallest parking spaces. The
hatch is roomy - it's like a clown car on the inside! I can get so much stuff in it it's crazy! I can
drive in the snow when bigger 4WD vehicles can't. It's 13 near 14 years old, and I don't intend to
get rid of it any time soon. Yay for me. See all 31 reviews of the Used Ford Aspire. Write a
review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the
Aspire. Sign Up.

